
A HISTORY OF PERFUME AND ITS USE

The earliest use of perfume bottles is Egyptian and dates to around BCE. The Egyptians invented glass and perfume
bottles were one of the first common.

The report also states that terracotta vessels with plugged orifices of woven materials were used so that when
fragrant plant materials were covered with boiling water the vapours impregnated the material, which was
subsequently wrung out to isolate the oil. Solvent types[ edit ] Perfume oils are often diluted with a solvent,
though this is not always the case, and its necessity is disputed. Perfume oil can also be diluted by means of
neutral-smelling oils such as fractionated coconut oil , or liquid waxes such as jojoba oil. This refreshing blend
of rosemary, neroli, bergamot and lemon was used in a multitude of different ways: diluted in bath water,
mixed with wine, eaten on a sugar lump, as a mouthwash, an enema or an ingredient for a poultice, injected
directly And so strong, too, were the scents used that the sweet smells wafted out when archaeologists opened
the tombs in  Egyptians knew the techniques for capturing fragrances in fat, cold maceration or hot decoction,
but they were still unaware of distillation. The question of perfume remains closely linked to the development
of distillation techniques, which were popularised with the spread of the still and alchemy, with the translation
of Arabic treaties by doctors from the School of Salerno in the twelfth century, and then by the dissemination
of distillation techniques to Andalusia in the thirteenth century. When the House of Creed was founded in , the
quality and rare beauty of its perfumes quickly catching the attention of royalty, it was building upon
thousands of years of fragrant tradition. For instance, eggs and floral perfumes were brought to Europe in the
11th and 12th centuries from Arabia, by returning crusaders , through trade with the Islamic world. In Islamic
culture, perfume usage has been documented as far back as the 6th century and its usage is considered a
religious duty. The use of perfume in France grew steadily. The English word "perfume" comes from the Latin
per fume, meaning "through smoke. Modern[ edit ] Since , due to great advances in the technology of perfume
creation i. It contained more than a hundred recipes for fragrant oils, salves, aromatic waters and substitutes or
imitations of costly drugs. History of perfumery Perfumes and their use dates back to the dawn of time,
developing alongside civilisations. Mesopotamia[ edit ] The world's first recorded chemist is a woman named
Tapputi , a perfume maker whose existence was recorded on a BCE Cuneiform tablet in Babylonian
Mesopotamia. Today there are over 30, designer perfumes on the market and perfumes are no longer for the
wealthy. Sponges soaked in scented vinaigres de toilette were kept in gilded metal vinaigrettes. A modern
example would be Balenciaga Rumba. Many fragrances contain aspects of different families. Leather: A
family of fragrances which features the scents of honey , tobacco , wood and wood tars in its middle or base
notes and a scent that alludes to leather. Many great discoveries originates from the region in 10th century, the
time when the still was invented, and as a consequence of which the distill techniques considerably improved.
The court of Louis XV was even named "the perfumed court" due to the scents which were applied daily not
only to the skin but also to clothing, fans and furniture. And it was the Islamic community that kept the use of
perfumes since the spread of Christianity led to a decline in the use of perfume. Catering to the high society in
London and Europe, he launched a collection of floral fragrances called Flower Fairies. In Clive Christian
discontinued the Crown line of fragrances and replaced them with the luxurious Clive Christian perfume line.
Florida water, an uncomplicated mixture of eau de cologne with a dash of oil of cloves, cassia and lemongrass,
was popular. Nonetheless, connoisseurs of perfume can become extremely skillful at identifying components
and origins of scents in the same manner as wine experts. The notes unfold over time, with the immediate
impression of the top note leading to the deeper middle notes, and the base notes gradually appearing as the
final stage. Generally contains calone , a synthetic scent discovered in , or other more recent synthetics.
During the Old and Middle Kingdoms, perfumes were reserved exclusively for religious rituals such as
cleansing ceremonies. Also used to accent floral, oriental, and woody fragrances. As traders, Islamic cultures
such as the Arabs and Persians had wider access to a wide array of spices, resins, herbs, precious woods, herbs
and animal fragrance materials such as ambergris and musk. The use of perfume then spread to Greece, Rome,
and the Islamic world. Known as niche fragrances, brands such as Amouage, Montale perfume, Xerjoff,
Parfumerie Naturelle, Bois , Odori perfume are bringing back the high quality fine fragrances of the past
perfume artisans. Green: a lighter and more modern interpretation of the Chypre type, with pronounced cut
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grass, crushed green leaf and cucumber-like scents.


